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Abbreviations	
  	
  
1. BDC:

Business Development Centers

2. BDS:

Business Development Services

3. GIZ:

Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Internationale Zusammenarbeit

4. JADF:

Joint Action Development Forum

5. NPPD:

NYABIHU Public Private Dialogue

6. PPD:

Public, Private Dialogue

7. PSF:

Private Sector Federation

8. RDB:

Rwanda Development Board
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I.

Introduction	
  

Pursuant to the 41st Resolution of GAKO Retreat, the Government of Rwanda urged concerned
parties to implement this resolution that put in place a mechanism of dialogue between the public
and private sectors (PPD mechanism) to solve business related constraints and issues.
A national Secretariat of Public and Private Dialog jointly composed by the Rwanda
Development Board and the Private Sector Federation was put in place and tasked to accompany
the process of disseminating and implementing PPD mechanism at the grassroots (at the Districts
level). This responsibility was achieved by conducting what was called PPD (Public and Private
Dialogue) road shows in Districts.
On the 19th February 2013, in NYABIHU District, was successfully conducted a PPD road show.
Out of 50 expected invitees, 57 participants attended the event with a considerable number of
women (21/57). The Private Sector representatives were mainly composed by cooperatives
members involved in agriculture and small businesses. The District was represented by the
Director of planning and the officer in charge of taxes.

1.1.

The	
  objective	
  of	
  the	
  PPD	
  road	
  show	
  

In NYABIHU District, the PPD road show was organized with the objective of raising awareness
among the business players and local authorities and identifying business issues that can be
addressed through the PPD mechanism at local level and national level.

1.2.

Opening	
  remarks	
  

The PSF Vice President welcomed participants and focused his note on interests of this
mechanism for both the public and private sector. He urged participants to own this platform
dedicated to solving business issues and challenges through the dialogue between said sectors.
In his remarks, the Director of Planning, representing the District in this road show, insisted on
the commitment of the District to make this mechanism operational and effective. He concluded
by calling upon all participants to pay attention to all presentations in order to share the
information with their colleagues they represent.
In the official opening, Leon RUSANGANWA from the National PSF, reminded participants of
the Government orientation toward an economy led by the private sector. To reach this goal, the
public and private sector should concentrate efforts on jointly solving business related issues. He
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added that this mechanism inaugurates a formal dialogue between two sectors at all levels. He
concluded his remarks by recognizing that the functioning and effectiveness of this mechanism
will result from the ownership of it by all concerned parties.

During the opening remarks by Leon RUSANGANWA

II.

PPD	
  presentation	
  

The presentation of PPD mechanism was jointly made by Daniel NKUBITO and Leon
RUSANGANWA. This reinforced and reflected the philosophy of this mechanism which brings
together the public and private sectors.
The PPD was defined as a platform by which the private and public sectors come together
through dialogue and build consensus on business issues.
The audience was informed that the principal users of the PPD mechanism are individuals,
business, investors, associations, business chambers and government entities.
The presentation highlighted the process of the PPD, starting by the identification of an issue, the
reception and the prioritization of the issue, the research on submitted issue, the advocacy made
by the PPD Working Groups, decisions translated into laws and the regulations and actions that
are to be implemented by the PPD Secretariat.
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The presentation pointed out of four main benefits of the PPD: acceleration of business reforms,
a new way of building trust and understanding, solutions to constraints faced by the private
sector and facilitation of the private sector growth.
Daniel NKUBITO concluded the presentation by exposing the structure of the PPD from the
bottom level up to the national PPD summit, passing through the National PPD Secretariat, the
High Level PPD Platform and the Joint Advisory Board,

III.

Business	
  issues	
  	
  

Participants were organized into working group and their discussions focused on identifying
business related issues, women related issues in business and formulating recommendations.
Regardless of the presence of District and Sectors authorities, during the group discussions,
participants were encouraged to manifest their openness in identifying issues that hinder the
business promotion. District representatives were advised to facilitate the active participation
among groups’ members and assist the private sector representatives analyzing real business
related issues that are encountered by PSF in NYABIHU.

PPD group discussions and consensus building in NYABIHU District

3.1.

Business	
  issues	
  that	
  can	
  be	
  addressed	
  through	
  PPD	
  at	
  District	
  level.	
  

Issues identified include:
1. Imposed taxes by the District without consultations of the private sector.
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Taxes policy, laws and regulations are fixed by public without involving the private sector.
2. Non planned meetings and other District activities or functions that stop regularly
business activities
Private sector players are much concerned with some unplanned District meetings which
discourage their day to day business operations as they are forced to close their shops and
companies without any information from the public.
3. Non-registered and illegal businesses.
Even if this issue is not the most preeminent in the District, it was identified as phenomenon that
deprives the District of significant taxes and deviates clients from registered business people who
legally pay taxes.
4. Regular electric power interruptions.
There is a shortage of power in the District due to lack of electric poles and destruction of
properties caused by on and off of the electricity without payment of damages caused.
.

5. Poor services offered by banks.

In addition to high interests’ rates imposed by banks, participants deplored poor services offered
by these financial institutions in loans. These services delay even if all requirements are provided
by clients.
6. Delay payment by public to private.
It was highlighted that public did delay to pay for goods and services procured by private sector
which in turn causes the later to default against the banks loans.

3.2.

Business	
  issues	
  that	
  can	
  be	
  addressed	
  through	
  PPD	
  at	
  national	
  level.	
  

Participants identified following issues:
1. To issue authorization of selling fertilizers.
Participants accused MINAGRI of limiting the number of fertilizers’ sellers, while a
considerable number of businessmen and women in NYABIHU are financially capable.
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2. Interruptions of phones network
Telecommunication companies, especially MTN, were accused of constant network
interruptions. This issue affects the rapid and effective communication with their clients and
suppliers and deprives them of updated information from the national market.
3. The unpredictable prices on the national market
Participants realize that prices on national market regularly change without any comprehensible
reason. This issue affects local businesses in a sense they have to readjust prices according to
new change, regardless of purchasing price.
4. The authenticity of weight for goods bought from Kigali shops
Participants recognized that most of the time, packed goods bought from Kigali weigh less than
kilos marked on packaging.

3.3.

Women	
  issues	
  in	
  business	
  

Basing on the attendance observed in NYABIHU, women were sufficiently represented in the
PPD road show; 21 out of 57 participants were women. This attendance reflects the level of
women’s involvement in business activities in NYABIHU.
Specific women related issues in business include:
Women are predominantly involved in agriculture business. This active involvement correlates
with the old mentalities and attitudes that reserve agriculture activities principally to women.
In some households, husbands impose decisions on profits generated by businesses conducted by
women.
A number of women are usually limited by the lack of banks guarantees once; they want to take
out loans.

IV.

Recommendations	
  from	
  participants	
  

Following recommendation were formulated by participants for better outcomes:
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-

To establish at the District level communication channels and strategies for PPD
information sharing.

-

Once the committee of this mechanism is established at the District level, it should start
by producing its action plan and setting up the periodicity of its sessions.

-

To set up strategies of disseminating resolutions taken by the PPD mechanism at the
National, District and Sector levels.

-

The ownership of the PPD mechanism by the Private Sector from the national to the local
level is essential for better outcome of the mechanism

-

The PPD mechanism should be decentralized at the sector level,

-

For any decision regarding business people, the District should take care of consulting
them.

-

To educate women in order to develop business skills and stop old mentalities toward
businesses conducted by women.

V.

Conclusion	
  	
  

PPD road show was successfully conducted in NYABIHU District, both the public and private
sectors actively participated and committed themselves to make this mechanism effective.
Women were significantly represented and manifested interests in this mechanism which will not
focus only on solving business issues in general, but even on challenges encountered by women
in business in particular. Participants were enthusiastic and totally expectants to see it quickly
operational.

VI.

Way forward

Mr. George GAKUBA in his closing remarks termed as “what next” the following were
highlighted:
-

Although there was NPPD, this mechanism should be more operational than it is
today hence giving out tangible results in terms of business decision policy
making process.

-

Immediate formation of clusters in sectors that does not have clusters as well as
strengthening the existing clusters. The representatives of clusters should be more
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proactive and push public to put in place business policies, strategies, decrees,
regulations and laws that speed up business clusters.
-

The ownership of the PPD mechanism by the Private Sector from the national to
the local level is essential for better outcome of the mechanism

-

The National Secretariat of PPD will regularly conduct the evaluation and
monitoring of this mechanism to correct and improve it during the course of its
implementation.

-

The National PPD Secretariat will channel all identified issues that are to be
handled to national level to authorized institutions for proper and quick solutions.

-

On a regular basis, the national PPD Secretariat will inform the District PPD
mechanism on resolutions taken on business issues channeled from the District
level to the national level.

-

An effective and operational reporting system will be established between the
national PPD Secretariat and the District PPD.

George GAKUBA concluded saying:” I am confident that NPPD like other District PPDs will
enhance Rwanda being private sector led economy in vision 2020”.

George GAKUBA presenting what next
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Agenda	
  of	
  NYABIHU	
  PPD	
  road	
  show	
  

GAHUNDA YO KUMENYEKANISHA PPD MU KARERE KA NYABIHU
ITARIKI: 19 GASHYANTARE 2013
AHO BIZABERA: HOPE LAND MOTEL Conference Room
No

IGIKORWA

1

KUHAGERA KW’ABATUMIWE NO
KWIYANDIKISHA/ARRIVAL AND
REGISTRATION OF
PARTICIPANTS
IJAMBO RY’IKAZE/WELCOME
NOTE

2

3
4
5
6
7
8

9

IGIHE
KIZAMARA

UGISHINZWE
ABAFASHAMYUMVIRE KURI
PPD/DISTRICT PPD
CHAMPIONS

5 MIN

GUFUNGURA INAMA KU
MUGARAGARO/OPENING
REMARKS
IKIGANIRO KURI PPD/PPD
PRESENTATION
ICYICIRO CY’IBIBAZO
N’IBISUBIZO/QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS SESSION
IBIGANIRO MU
MATSINDA/GROUPS DISCUSSION

10 MIN

KUGARAGAZA IBYAVUYE MU
MATSINDA/PLENARY SESSION
GUHUZA IBITEKEREZO
BYAVUYE MU
MATSINDA/COMMON VIEWS
RECORDING
IBIZAKURIKIRA/WAY FORWARD

20 MIN

15 MIN
15 MIN
30 MIN

10 MIN

5 MIN

UMUYOBOZI W’URUGAGA
RW’ABIKORERA MU
KARERE KA
NYABIHU/CHAIRMAN OF
NYABIHU PSF
Leon RUSANGANWA/National
PSF
Daniel NKUBITO/ National PPD
Secretariat
MC NA SECRETARIYA YA
PPD/ MC AND NATIONAL
PPD SECRETARIAT
ABAFASHAMYUMVIRE
KURI PPD/DISTRICT PPD
FACILITATORS
IMPUGUKE/LOCAL
CONSULTANT
IMPUGUKE/LOCAL
CONSULTANT
NATIONAL PDD
SECRETARIAT
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List	
  of	
  participants	
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Appendix	
  3:	
  	
  
	
  
GROUP	
  WORK/	
  IBIGANIRO	
  MU	
  MATSINDA	
  
QUESTION/IKIBAZO CYA 1:
-‐
-‐

WHAT WERE THE MOST IMPORTANT INFORMATION
NI IBIHE BITEKEREZO BY’INGENZI BYARI BIKUBIYE MU BIGANIRO BYATANZWE?

QUESTION/IKIBAZO CYA 2:
-‐

WHAT ARE THE BUSINESS RELATED ISSUES IN YOUR DISTRICT THAT CAN BE
ADDRESSED THROUGH PPD:

a. AT LOCAL LEVEL
b. AT NATIONAL LEVEL
-‐

NI IBIHE BIBAZO BIREBANA N’UBUCURUZI BIGARAGARA MU KARERE KANYU
BISHOBORA GUKEMURWA BINYUZE MU BIGANIRO HAGATI Y’INZEGO ZA LETA
N’ABIKORERA (PPD)?

a. IBYAKEMURIRWA KU RWEGO RW’AKARERE
b. IBYAKEMURIRWA KU RWEGO RW’IGIHUGU

QUESTION/IKIBAZO CYA 3:
-‐
-‐

WHAT ARE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THIS MECHANISM
NI IBIHE BYIFUZONAMA KUGIRA NGO IYI GAHUNDA IGERE KU MUSARURO

